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With the development of market economy and the enhancement of 
citizens’ legal consciousness, contractual fraud become more and more 
in the increasingly widespread use of contract in economic activities . 
To maintain the health and sustainable development of market economy, 
it’s of significance to accurately identifying and deciding contract fraud 
according to law. This paper carries out discussion for the distinction 
between improper behaviors of contractual fraud (contractual fraud in 
general ) and illegal activities of contractual fraud (contractual fraud in 
civil law) ,the definition of civil and criminal law and problem in 
overlapping civil and criminal issues of contractual fraud and contract 
cheat, by the way of the comparative analysis and integrating theory 
with practice. 
This paper is mainly divided into three parts. With analyzing the 
constitutive requirements of contractual fraud, the first part tries to 
discuss the feasibility to determine “the principle of balancing of 
interest” as substantive elements, thus realizes the distinction between 
contractual fraud in general and contractual fraud in civil law. With 
discussing the definition, characteristic and constitutive requirements of 
crime of contractual fraud, the second part compares contractual fraud 
in civil law with crime of contractual fraud from legal theory, analyses 
the meaning element of illegal possession with judicial practice, and 
creatively puts forward the two major hindrance factors for the practical 
distinction standard of contractual fraud and contract cheat . Analysing 
the problems of civil and criminal liability cross, procedure cross on 
contractual fraud and contract cheat in judicial practice, the third part 
puts forward the specific recommendations of the overlapping civil and 
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